STP Plug Termination Instruction

1. Put cable protector & boots together, and install to the cable before stripping. Bend back the copper braid over plastic jacket, cut each pair’s aluminum foil to root.
2. Strip the cable jacket length about 50mm. Cut excess wires to the root. (important)
3. Crimp and terminate the wires, by crimping tool. Insert 4 pair wires into the organizer. Blue pair direct to "I-shape" organizer tunnel. Green pair direct to "Y-shape" organizer slot.
4. Select indented loadbar on upper side position, thread wires thru loadbar, comb wires.
5. Cut excess wires to the root. (important) Turn the shield SR(hook) down in order to push wire-organizer into plug housing.
6. Crimp shield SR(hook) with copper braid. Cut the excessive copper braid.
7. Cut the excessive copper braid. Position boots with 2 knobs.